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  Is there no wish?s disease. It has components of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’Your husband has
Lewy Body Disease.” It just happened. It is certainly a to begin its kind.“If your beloved is in the
first stage, there is hope. As a caregiver there are actions you can take for a person with
degenerative cognitive disease to make your daily lives better. There could even be blessings you
never thought could happen for you in this trip.This book is approximately that very thing. It
really is real.How can you cope when you hear those horrible terms?gloom and doom existence
is all more than” A few of it happened due to the choices made by a caregiver who would not
accept a “ approach. Is there medicines that can help with symptoms? There is no other
publication that addresses the main topics improving and extending the first stage of LBD.If you
are an early stage caregiver, this story may help you. It has tips on how to make a difference.
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Essential read!Once offered a diagnosis of Lewy Body Dementia, here are some is an account of
the urgent need to find the professional who knows the disease and how to address it. Pat then
candidly describes the brutal impact on her spouse, her personal and her children.
Unfortunately, her tale is all too familiar to those folks who have been dealt this existence
changing circumstance . I am profoundly grateful for her gift of this book because she has given
me the hope that even though life is currently different and intensely challenging, you may still
find treasures found each day with my sweet loved one.Fortunately, for us, however, Pat
continues on to provide the new caregiver valuable understanding, insight and tools to help us
deal with that which was a totally unknown path for her and her family. Would recommend this
reserve to others in the first stages This book was informational for me especially towards the
finish which stated some very good information on procedures. It was a fast read reserve but
also had some things which didn't pertain to our situation since we are additional along in this
devastating disease and our economic status differ, so more useful for some and not others. I
commend anyone who is able to and will sit back to write a book like this in order to help others.
Mrs. A heartfelt book about looking after someone with Lewy Body Dementia This book
comprises of very short chapters that capture various incidents in Pat's life as a caregiver for her
spouse, identified as having Lewy Body Dementia. She reveals her emotions and thoughts as she
handles the analysis and the family dynamics while struggling to come up with the best methods
to handle various situations.Pat is very candid in telling their story.As We read the book there
were moments when I thought Pat shared a bit more than I wanted to learn about family
conflicts. When I completed and took a few moments to reflect concerning this, I realized that
these personal details could possibly be very beneficial for many people to read. Snyder
manages to balance their problems with moments of pleasure and insight. You merely have to
continue and work with what's facing you now.I think the most crucial point Pat manufactured in
this reserve is that care and attention directed at patients in the early stages makes a huge
difference in quality of life!! Pat Synder has shared her personal trip and the obstacles which
exist in order to help others discover their way and find out that there is wish and help. There
may not be a remedy yet - but we are able to find methods to appreciate the period we have
been given and the joy of being alive even though we only obtain glimpses of our loved one
peeking through the Lewy as time goes on. If you need wish and encouragement this publication
will help . Verbalizing a caregivers LBD journey Heartfelt composition of the Lewy Body journey
for caregivers. With the infant Boomers aging, this book is invaluable; I hope she will abide by it
up with another one in order to know what to expect because the disease progresses. Golden
Rule Personified-Great Read Whenever a person hears a loved one has a terminal disease (which
will be many of us in our lifetime), how does he or she react? Most of us cry and grieve, and
several decide to battle the disease with all we have. However, how many of us opt to write a
book and help others in areas where we desire we had had more assistance? That's what Pat
Snyder decided to perform after she noticed from her husband's doctor that her initiatives were
helping to extend her husband's "personhood". I believe that the all inclusive lists of strategies
for medical help, controlling stressors, exercise, sociable support, faith, helpful resources, and
even more will serve as a quick reference for caregivers. It helped me so very much and I just
hope I can become more like Pat in my own journey with my husband. We are going to remodel
the house and her suggestions will help us. They chose to shine a light right into a dark place no-
one wants to look. I thank the writer. When Lewy invades your daily life it is going to provide
upset and struggle and not all decisions or reactions will be what you wish these were when you
look back at them. No one wants a spouse or parent to get these diagnoses, but if that occurs



you want a tool to maintain him/her at his/her greatest for as long as possible. Michaela
Donohue Review Very good book, extremely informative. Words of hope for caregivers. This
book is a wonderful story of love and hopefulness. Would recommend to all or any that need
more info on being a caregiver to a loved one. Find a doctor you can work with. Pat helps it be
clear that LBD is definitely a devastating medical diagnosis, but "Treasures" are abundant for
families.This book combines a compelling story with many practical tips that can help families
better cope with the early stages of Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and Lewy Body Disease. This book
provides so many concepts that caregivers can utilize to postpone the need for a nursing service.
Very good, yet CAUTION re: Exelon patch! This was such a great book, written so warmly and
informational My hubby has been diagnosed with LBD and I heard about Pat's book Treasures in
the Darkness from a Caregivers/Partner site thru Yahoo that I participate in and ordered it... If
you need hope and encouragement this book can help you.Very practical walk thru a journey of
all the ups and downs of dealing with doctors and family. The last portion of the book has
strategies for dealing with the disease and with being truly a caregiver.Scriptue states "wish
deferred makes the heart sick".Need Hope?An Excellent Handbook to Help Navigate a Cruel,
Small Known Disease Called Lewy Body Dementia The first section of Pat's wonderful book
information the agonizing battle to find a medical diagnosis on her behalf husband's multiple
and fluctuating medical issues. Mind changing As I read the book, I was inspired and encouraged
with what Pat's journey looked like. I encourage anyone dealing as a caregiver to somebody with
dementia, browse the book.? Probably the most helpful book I've read on Lewy Body Disease My
husband, too, has LBD and I have described this book often over the past few years, even copied
some of her descriptions to send to your adult children. I especially liked the component about
her feeling like being a key participant in the Carolina-Duke basketball game who provides been
playing a whole half without a break. Her book is a obvious readable direct with many positive
suggestions for dealing with the day-to-day globe of this disease and --speaks truth! Many thanks
Pat for all your help. Look no further than this book! Caregivers for family members with any
debilitating illness will see very useful information. There is much hope and practical help for
caregivers found in this book in addition to teaching us how exactly to become better than we
have been inspite of the challenges we encounter. This book, while also a wife's tribute to her
husband with LBD, as is the book "Going the Distance," actually has helpful information, and is
realistic, not a sunny, falsely hopeful account. However, do be cautious relating to any LBD
treatment being a one-size-fits-all. The LBD affected individual here had achievement with the
Exelon patch. But, his being on it had my spouse passing out, hospitalized, and spiraling
downward into adult failure to thrive, from which he died simply over a year afterwards. Great
book for all those new to LBD As a person not used to LBD, I found Pat Snyder's trip inspirational
and her detailed suggestions and insights very helpful. the Snyders' story could conveniently
become our own. Hopeful, truthful, with personal insights and resolutions to the many struggles
involved. This is such an excellent book, written therefore warmly and informational,
undoubtedly the best read on the subject. That is a "must-examine" for caregivers and families
seeking knowledge and guidance about this catastrophic disease.
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